
  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #30 
  

 

Lazy Sunday? Not at Inbound! In this week’s collection of our posts, we focus on Small 

Caps in the Digital and Renewables sectors, protecting strategic assets, StopCovid’s second 

chance in France and ghost alerts in the UK’s NHS relaunched tracing app in the run-up 

to Halloween, Ynsect’s success story, power to the people in art and Frederic Jousset’s use 

of tech to bring cultural enlightenment to those deprived of it, ESG accounting standards, 

after-work drinks and more!  

  

Have a good read! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 
 

 

SMALL CAPS  
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CLARANOVA (CLA FP, €245M MARKET CAP) 

"YOU'VE GOT UPSIDE" says Edison Investment Research in its latest and in-depth note on the 

leading digital French group: https://lnkd.in/etW-cQq. The post FY20 results note factors in the 

recent and exciting acquisition of CafePress. More importantly, Edison calculate a "realistic" fair 

value for CLA of €12.12 per share (up from their latest €11.52), i.e. a whooping c.100% upside 

from current €6.24/share (blue-sky fair value yields even more to €15.33). To some extent, the 

question is no longer whether CLA is undervalued at this point: it's WHY it is so much 

undervalued and WHAT may unlock value cristallisation if strong performance like the one it 

just delivered (again!) does not. Educating investors on the business model(s) is one route, which 

Inbound has boldly embarked on and led the way to - cf our recent White Paper on Connected 

Objects/IoT: https://lnkd.in/g7TJKDb. Maybe Edison took inspiration from our prose: they have 

followed a similar pedagogical route in their latest note, sensibly focusing on the respective 

business models of CLA's activities. Inbound acts as outsourced IR for CLA. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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 GREEN IS GOOD: JUST ASK VERGNET (ALVERT FP, €30M MARKET CAP) 

GREEN IS GOOD: JUST ASK VERGNET (ALVER FP, €30m market cap). The French Small Cap 

sector is full of green micro cap gems and the market has started to seriously pay attention to 

them: VERGNET GROUPE in Renewables is no exception. The group is coming back a long way 

under the steering of new CEO Patrick Werner, having successfully pivoted its business model 

and restructured its balance sheet - Banque de France just raised its rating to 5: no wonder it's on 

a roll in terms of new contract wins like the landmark one with leading Indian group Sterling & 

Wilson to build a solar storage hybrid power plant in Niger: https://lnkd.in/eVZcQqD. The 

future is (bright) green for Vergnet. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

     

WHAT FUTURE FOR FRENCH NIGHT VISION LEADER PHOTONIS? 

After months of negotiations, US-based Teledyne withdrew its offer for night vision leader 

Photonis following drastic conditions set by the French government. 

Among the French requirements was the entry of BPI France to the capital with a right of veto 

on strategic decisions. This was to ensure that Photonis' technology was not going to be simply 

transferred to the US while operations in Europe being closed over time. 
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This opens new avenues for the group which was put on sale by its owner Ardian. Some 

politicians in France are lobbying for a financing program for the tech industry similar to the 

private/public financing structure put in place for the aeronautics, space & defense , and 

managed by Ace Management (Tikehau Capital). Teledyne could also come back in case there is 

no domestic buyers. The state could put pressure on Safran & Thales to do a deal, especially as 

these groups will benefit from public support via some recovery plans and increased defense 

spendings. 

This has implications for the supply chain and groups like Egide (GID), which makes protective 

packages for some of the critical electronic applications used by Photonis. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

REVOLUTION UNDERWAY AMONG ENERGY STOCKS! 

In 10 years, the list of the largest capitalisations of the sector was turned upside down by the 

effects of the energy transition, a trend even accentuated by the pandemic! 

ExxonMobil, which was the world #1 oil group in 2020 with a value c. $330bn has more than 

halved and has been overtaken by American wind energy giant NextEra, whose market cap has 

sextupled! The case of Exxon vs. NextEra is extreme but not isolated. Oil majors are all down 

>40% year-to-date. Beyond the oil price fall, there is a clear trend toward sustainable finance 

driven by large investors and pension funds such as the Norwegian sovereign wealth fund. 

Conversely, the outlook for renewable stock is bright, with a variety of "pure players" to invest 

in - cf. Siemens Gamesa or Vestas, in wind turbines - while Incumbent electricity companies are 

also developing solar, wind or hydraulic generation capacities... 

This shift is reflected in valuations as Iberdrola trades at 10x its expected gross operating profit 

next year and Orsted at >25x vs. Total at<5x. 

Beyond the solid growth prospects, Renewables enjoy a scarcity effect as listed shares are still not 

sufficient for investors’ appetite and are supported by the prospect of consolidation driven by oil 

groups! 
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Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

START-UPS & TECH  

 

 

 

ARTEÏA IS ALREADY WHERE THE ART WORLD IS GOING: POWER TO THE 

(NEW) PEOPLE 

Superb article in Les Echo's Serie Limitee - a "How To Spend It" that doesn't want to spell it - on 

the virtues of art for social justice and Art Explora, an art patronage platform launched by 

Frederic Jousset (co-founder of French success story Webhelp), who is deeply involved in 

culture as administrator of the Musée du Louvre as well as an investor: Beaux Arts Magazine, 

Artsper (www.artsper.com) etc. Thanks to technology, Art Explora's great projects bring cultural 

enlightenment to new audiences, including to some deprived of the ability to access art 

education - vindicating Arteïa (www.arteïa.com) 's own argument about the art ecosystem's 

accelerated (r)evolution. https://lnkd.in/enBvcxE 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

   

AGRITECH: YNSECT FEATURED IN CHALLENGES MAGAZINE 

Remember SOYLENT GREEN? https://lnkd.in/eDk-c-c. Brrrrrrr.....Here is a much nicer 

alternative: YNSECT. For those who are not yet familiar with the leading French' B2B larvae-
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based protein producer, just check the excellent article in "Challenges". The leading French 

business magazine also mentions Ynsect's deserved international ambitions which it has ample 

means to focus on following its latest $372m fund raise. Apart from the impressive size of the 

fund raise (and the equally impressive pedigrees of the subscribers) - in itself a reflection of the 

incredible merits of Ynsect - it's its international drive from inception which makes the French 

start-up such a true success story and gem within the FrenchTech landscape. How do you spell 

"UNICORN" in French again? Inbound is proud to be associated with Ynsect's main investor 

fund (for selected introductions), Singapore-based VisVires New Protein: 

https://lnkd.in/eJ5YpG5 

Click here to find out more >> 
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TURBO-CHARGING EV FAST-CHARGERS 

The "Objectif 100,000 bornes" charter was officially signed by the Minister of Ecological 

Transition and the Minister of Transports in France - a key component of President Macron's 

plan to announced in May to support the French automotive industry - represents an ambitious 

objective of 100,000 charging stations for EV and hybrid vehicles by the end of 2021. But 

"impossible" is not French as we all know and the Government needs to ensure that the new 

purchasing incentives offered to accelerate the shift to EV and hybrid are sensibly accompanied 

by the development of suitable infrastructure. Hauts-de-France-based small cap La Douaisienne 

de Basse Tension (DBT, ALDBT FP) has been a precursor in that field: reality has now been 

catching up with its pioneering efforts and innovation drive. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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THE "BIG FOUR"'S ACCOUNTING FIRMS CREATE ESG REPORTING STANDARDS 

We were convinced that ESG was a very important issue but an event took place which shows 

that everything is now moving in that direction. Can you believe it? The CEOs of the "Big Four" 

met in September to create a common accounting framework for ESG. As expected, it is complex 

with 21 core metrics, split into four buckets (prosperity, people, planet and governance). But, for 

the first time, the Big Four want to be consistent in how companies inform investors about their 

behaviour in relation to ESG norms. It is important as it creates a virtuous circle: (i) investors 

will have common benchmarks to measure companies so they can put pressure on boards, (ii) 

companies will then have to pay attention to issues such as the environment so far considered as 

“externalities” because it sat outside accounting frameworks, (iii) employees and customers will 

be able to rank companies more consistently and judge whether they want to protest about what 

is going on. At the end of the day, a dry accounting debate could end up in a place where 

companies will need to focus on shareholder returns and feel unable to ignore ESG because that 

will put shareholder returns at risk. The only problem is that there are still many ESG 

accounting standards but I bet it will change sooner or later! 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

SALTO: FORWARD OR BACKWARD SOMERSAULT? 

Can a French streaming platform succeed or will it be a big flop as our French anticovid mobile 

application? 

Everyone knows that French like to do it differently and think that their offers are the best. We 

have seen that with our anticovid application, StopCovid which has been downloaded by only 

2.6 million people. Now the main French free-to-air TV channels (M6, TF1 and France 

Télévisions) are launching a streaming platform called Salto (which translation in English is 
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somersault or back flip... you just have to chose). The problem is that this offer will be a 

combination of the programs that each channel broadcast for free and some original content but 

Salto's budget for 3 years is only €250m (compared to $17bn/year for Netflix)! And we all know 

that content is king. You could imagine that Salto would attract subscribers with very low prices. 

But they range from €6,99 to €9.99/month vs €8 to €16/month for Netflix and €7/month for 

Disney+. All we can say to Salto is good luck! The last time the free-to-air TV channels combined 

their strengths was to launch TPS to compete with CanalSatellite. Eventually Canal+ bought TPS 

and the free to air TV realized significant capital gains. But it is not sure that Netflix or Disney+ 

will be keen to buy Salto. #streamingmedia #netflix 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

WHITE PAPERS & STUDIES  

 

 

    

WE SAID IT FIRST (AGAINST PRETTY MUCH EVERYONE): UK TRACING APP'S 

GHOST ALERTS ARE NO HALLOWEEN 

"Seven months into the Covid-19 pandemic, we still don’t know how effective contact tracing 

apps are. What we do know is Bluetooth can be wildly inaccurate". Oh dear. If it's WIRED 

MAGAZINE which says it then it must be true - actually the FT commented on the "ghost alerts" 

of the NHS's relaunched tracing app as well: https://lnkd.in/dJ6qWMJ - yet it was Inbound 

which was first to warn of the risks of colossal failures for tracing apps in the UK, France 

(StopCovid) etc as early as APRIL: https://lnkd.in/g7TJKDb. We felt pretty rather alone saying 

that at the time, obviously less so now. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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WE ALL DESERVE A SECOND CHANCE IN LIFE 

What is true in anyone's love life (ah, all those wasted opportunities...) is also true of ill-fated 

StopCovid it seems - like a student who miserably failed the main exams and is offered re-take 

exams. After the calamitous performance of the French Government's app tracing system - at a 

non-negligible cost, according to "Le Canard Enchaine" newspaper - a new version will be 

available on October 22nd - under a new name: "AlerteCovid" or "Tous Contre Covid" (Prime 

Minister Jean Castex mistakenly called it "TeleCovid" but it's actually a local tracing initiative 

already in place in Brittany). Second time lucky? Our White Papers on this vitally important 

topic (April, May) remain absolutely spot on: https://lnkd.in/g7TJKDb 

Click here to find out more >> 
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OH YEAH! ENOUGH OF ZOOM: AFTER WORK DRINKS ARE BACK! 

Time will tell whether the office-as-we-know-it will still be there after we all come out from 

this period - and more crucially how many people will still be working in them - but to quote 

Jurassic Park: "(after-work drinking) life finds a way". It may be sporadic and even a challenge - 

the City of London currently looks more like a ghost town than the busy financial district it used 

to be - but employees manage to properly re-connect and socialise. Zoom has transformed our 

working lives but only up to a point. Bottoms up! 

Click here to find out more >> 
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BIG DROP BREWING CO GROWING FAST IN THE UK AND ABROAD 

It has been an exciting month #BigDrop-Worlds' Best flavoured Low Alcohol (AF) Beer.. With 

rapid growth at home and now abroad, the team has been expanded in preparation for 2021. The 

Australia launch has been particularly encouraging and bodes well for the upcoming push to the 

US. Most exciting has been the significant recognition that the company's alcohol free beers 

received at the recent World Beer Awards, with two coveted 'World Bests' and a particularly 

gratifying UK win in the speciality IPA category against alcoholic competition. The future 

availability of CITRA IPA on draught and in a pub near you, is a game changer for all those who 

want a good pint or three but can't have alcohol. The fact that it is also #glutenfree' and only 61 

calories a bottle ticks two other 'on trend' boxes.#farnhamcapital Robin Maxwell are now 

working with #bigdropbrewing (www.bigdropbrew.com). Find their latest monthly update 

attached. 

Rob Fink🍺🍺 James KindredTamara DaleymountRhian Brown #alcoholfree #glutenfreelife 

#lowcalorie #beerlovers. https://lnkd.in/dchDFxX 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound acts as Outsourced Investor Relations for Claranova (CLA FP). 

Inbound Capital is sole advisor to private company ARTEÏA. 

Inbound Capital provides selected investor introductions to VisVires New Protein.  

Inbound Capital previously acted as outsourced Investor Relations for Egide (GID 

FP). 

Inbound Capital previously acted as outsourced Investor Relations for DBT 

(ALDBT FP). 

Inbound Capital has no direct relationship with Vergnet Groupe (ALVER FP). 
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The information used in preparing this document was obtained either from public sources or from sources 

to which Inbound Capital have been authorised access. Inbound Capital has made no independent 

verification of the information. Accordingly no representation or warranty of any kind (whether express 

or implied) is given by Inbound Capital and its employees as to the accuracy, completeness or fitness for 

any purpose of this document. 
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